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Alexander Chetkov

“We need to go on the scout, so we do it”
The Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District is a region with abundant resources, but the region’s territory has been explored 
at just 11%, and possibilities of profiting from the resources have not been used up in full. Dmitriy Kobylkin, Yamalo-
Nenets Autonomous District Governor, agreed to describe replacement of the region’s strategic resources, which attract 
investors not only in the fuel and energy sector, use of biological wealth, and development of the agricultural sector
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Dmitriy Kobylkin, Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District Governor, rules the region with abundant resources



mitriy Nikolayevich, the Yamal is known in the 
world primarily for its energy reserves, natural 
gas, and oil. These areas attract the largest 
portion of investments, including foreign ones. 
Do new players still have any chance of entering 
this market? Or is the list of partners closed?

— The list of partners may not be closed. New possibilities are 
just formed here. Today over 50 large fuel and energy companies 
and more than 150 structural subdivisions operate in the region. 
The Yamal peninsula is currently being actively developed. The 
largest Bovanenkovo deposit and a modern gas pipeline are 
going to be launched next summer. The mining sector and the 
oil, gas, and chemical sector continue to be formed in the Polar 
Ural; the Yamal-SPG arctic project is implemented as well. Total 
energy corporation (France) is the Russian company’s partner in 
the latter project. So, there may appear new players for project 
implementation and I do not rule out development of the arctic 
shelf. Here in the Yamal, we also have best practices of admitting 
small and medium-sized businesses to participation in the fuel 
and energy projects. This mainly relates to oil deposits.

— Do you mean deposits, which are becoming unattractive 
for large businesses?

— Yes, I do. Look, “black gold” is currently extracted on 53 
deposits of the Yamal, and most of them are at the phase of falling 
extraction. The non-operating fund of drill holes of only one of the 
oil companies in the District amounts to more than 5.5 thousand 
units. One drill hole may generate up to one thousand tons of oil 
annually. The District has slightly less than 7.7 thousand drill 
holes, i.e. oil underproduction in the District reaches 7 thousand 
tons or so annually. Development of such fund is not profitable for 
large companies due to the existing taxation burden. We propose 
to solve this problem by the law “On development of small and 
medium-sized businesses in the oil and gas sector of the Yamalo-
Nenets Autonomous District” and apply it to mineral developers 
as regards mandatory provision of non-profitable drill holes for 
use. I am confident the number of companies will grow.

— You have mentioned the following extraction volumes. 
Is this trend typical of the oil sector only? Do gas reserves give 
rise to no trouble?

— The horizon of explored reserves is 200 years. But as we 
are careful masters and guarantors of environmental safety 
in the region, we actively resolve the problem of rational use 
of reserves. Extraction volumes are increasing with each new 
project being implemented, but replacement is quite slow, if 
not lagging. Geologic exploration is performed at quite low 
paces. Although it is abundant in resources, the Yamal remains 
practically unexplored. However, we have increased the level of 
geologic exploration this year. There are also certain conditions 
for mineral developers, which come to a territory and develop it 
in a comprehensive manner: they start with exploration and end 
with remediation. 

I have been often asked recently what I think of renaissance 
of the Rosgeologia (Russian Geological Institution). I think this 
is a good idea. Our research institutes are experienced and 
possess technologies that are no worse than those used by foreign 
companies. We owe today’s volumes to our geologists of past 
years. As a descendant from a family of geologists, I believe 
that it is high time we remembered everything and went on 
the scout with the help of our Russian companies. All in all, the 
country’s storeroom information belongs to national security-
related one.

I also believe that the most efficient solution to problems 
of underdeveloped geologic exploration consists in restoring 
a system of mandatory payments by mineral developers for 
the purposes of mineral and raw material base reproduction 
(MRMBR), which might generate approximately RUB 1.5 billion 

for the region. Restoration of this tax will make it possible to use 
the total fund for exploration of the territory with the highest 
strategic importance both for the Yamal and Russia. 

— Can you name indicators of geologic exploration in the 
area?

— For a couple of years, we have considerably progressed as 
compared to the last few decades. 2011 can be viewed as the 
year in which the Lutseyakhskoye deposit and 30 new fields 
on previously identified deposits were discovered. As regards 
geological exploration, we have progressed in every aspect: 
drilling – 209.2 thousand long meters or 121% year on year; 
seismic exploration operations by the 2D method: 10.3 thousand 
long meters or 280%; seismic exploration operations by the 
3D method: 10.2 thousand square kilometers or 131% against 
2011.

Innovative agricultural sector in the Arctic
— Is the problem of associated petroleum gas (APG) resolved 
in the Yamal?

— In fact, this is another problem which is troublesome 
for other regions as well. The world’s best experts try to find 
a solution. At present, 22% of APG is burnt in flares: about 2 
billion cubic meters. We estimate that “losses” may total a dozen 
of billions of cubic meters over the period from 2012 to 2015.

And it is not about a leak of billions only. The environmental 
aspect is the most important one. Millions of tons of harmful 
substances go to the atmosphere after burning. Few have reached 
the level of 95% of APG so far. We have a proposal that is quite 
viable. As mineral developers use irrationally the liquid raw 
material such as associated petroleum gas, we could legally 
stipulate that the Government is the owner of APG and make 
the mineral developer hand it over to the region as an important 
investment component. Afterwards, the region decides what to 
do with it and the governor of the territory, being a guarantor 
of economic and environmental wellbeing, seeks variants and 
projects of appropriate use of APG.

— What about the industrial impact on the tundra? The 
Yamal area is the habitat of the world’s largest deer. This is 
another local precious resource.

— Yes, it is. Russia’s largest herd of northern deer grazes in the 
Yamal: almost 700 thousand deer (53% of the total Russian deer and 
35% of the global livestock population). Last year, RUB 23 million 
of the District budget was allocated to support brood deer breeding. 
By the end of the year, we produced about 7.5 thousand tons of 
meat. In the beginning of this year, within the framework of the 
international agricultural exhibition “Green Week” held in Berlin, 
we signed contracts to supply venison to Finnish company Lapin 
Liha OY ad German company Geti WilbaGmbH & Co.KG. We have 
offers from Swedish company Polarika, which will be considered 
in the future. The Yamal is the only Russian exporter of venison to 
Europe. And this is an important resource of the region, indeed.

Naturally, aggressive mineral develop-ment has impacted 
deer breeding. A couple of decades of oil and gas extraction have 
affected grazing lands, and the deer population started to become 
smaller. This is a fact. Fortunately, specialists have noticed for the 
second year in a row that deer are putting on weight. I think this 
is a direct proof that technologies and methods have changed, and 
the general attitude to the interests of indigenous small peoples 
of the North with which companies are working today has been 
changed as well.

I can cite an example: the Bovanenkovo deposit is currently 
being actively developed; its launch is scheduled for next summer. 
Gazprom decided to stop any traffic of large size transport 
vehicles and equipment in the migration season on the way of 
deer wandering. Another example: the Yamal strategic highway 
Salekhard – Nadym is built by taking into account the interests 
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of deer breeders. Descents will be made in places of the highway 
crossing. And we have been following our own Yamal rule for 
many years: a road traffic police blocks car traffic when receiving 
a phone call from a deer breeder that a herd is approaching the 
road.

— You state that agricultural projects are implemented 
today in an innovative way. What do you mean by that?

— The slaughtering and processing complex “Yamal Deer” 
in the village of Yar-Sale of the Yamal District is included in the 
register of animal products exporter to the EU countries. But this 
is not the only priority area for us. We are also planning to extend 
our processing possibilities and propose to build deep processing 
complexes on the Tazovskiy and Gydanskiy peninsulas. The 
Yamal indigenous peoples process deer at the level of 100%. 
Their experience plus modern technologies open new possibilities 
for creating a complex of environmentally friendly waste-free 
production facilities. 

For example, preparations made from velvet antlers and deer 
blood are actively used in the pharmacology and in production of 
biologically active additives. Companies producing medicines in 
the District permit to reduce their net cost, increase the production 
output, and fill both the Russian and foreign markets. According 
to experts, entry to the Korean market alone will generate profits 
of up to USD 10 million annually, which will make it possible 
to recover investments in production organization within the 
shortest time periods. 

All of these products will increase revenues tenfold and even 
hundredfold as compared to primary processing products. But the 
most important aspect for me is as follows: new companies will 
have a multiple socio-economic effect as a result of developing 
related sectors and rural areas of the Yamal, creating new jobs.

— You have mentioned introduction of the world’s latest 
technologies in the YNAD agricultural sector. Will specialists 
be engaged as well? 

— In no case. We are talking today about the arctic village 
renaissance, and all that we are planning and developing 
concerns only the Yamal specialists. I understand that people 
need to be trained to use such technologies. This is why new 
specialists for the agricultural sector meet the new requirements 
of highly qualified management according to global standards, 
which are ready and able to efficiently solve any problems and 
manage agricultural companies in the international market 
environment. 

The leading specialists have been trained in the training center 
of the Saam region in Finland, improved their qualification 
in Canada, Norway, and other countries. We will offer grants 
for training of talented young people in the best agricultural 
universities of China, Korea, Japan, Canada, Switzerland, 
England, and the USA.

— Since last year, a new bio resource preservation program 
has been implemented in the Yamal. Last year, you ordered to 
identify and liquidate the poacher nets, the booty of which is 
estimated to reach approximately five hundred tons of ciscos 
annually. Are there any results? 

— It is impossible to resolve such as problem within a short time 
period. Poacher nets have been installed for decades. Poachers 
were protected at various levels. Resources were controlled by the 
federal authorities, whose inspecting structure could not resist 
a well-organized business in terms of quantity and equipment. 
At the federal level, we proposed to pass appropriate powers to 
the region. The issue is progressing, but it has not been solved 
yet. But we will not divert from the selected way. At present, the 
number of joint interdepartmental raids has been increased. 
There is some effect. 

But the problem is not that easy after all. We all know that 
the local population is involved in this business. An elderly man 

told me once: “Son, you should not be so eager to punish us for 
poaching. At first, you had better create normal conditions for 
us so that we could earn well in the summer to survive in the 
winter”. And I understand that he is right after all. Why do local 
people expose themselves to risks and get involved in poaching? 
It is because normal jobs are unavailable. For this reason, we 
decided to found a special refrigerator “river-sea” fleet that will 
go to the remotest settlements and factories to collect legal take 
from fishermen. The first ship Num was successfully tested last 
year in the Gulf of Ob. People will be able to sell fish and earn 
money. In the summer, people should earn enough to survive in 
the winter.

There are some achievements in our fight against poaching. 
Local people will be involved in public control to help inspectors. 
We have even founded a medal “For fighting poaching”. We will 
solve this problem.

— Can food security problems be resolved in the Far North? 
What else can be made or grown in the Yamal, apart from fish 
and venison?

— The food security program was adopted in the District in 
summer of 2011. This is not just a concept; this is a program of 
actions based on experience existing in our region regarding 
cultivation of our own food products, in particular vegetables. 
We will not be able to grow wheat, but we can grow potatoes. 
The greenhouse development projects can be implemented in any 
area. And we will create conditions and support them financially. 
The Yamal used to have good farms. We used to freeze our own 
milk and supply it to the entire District. Our breeders propose 
good projects and we should implement them. Let us look at fen-
berries. By using certain technologies, we will be able to grow 
them all-the-year-around just as all other vegetables.  

In the center of the circumpolar world
— This year, Salekhard will host several international events 
dedicated to the Arctic. The summer conference will gather 
congelation researchers from all over the world; the III 
International Arctic Forum “Arctic – Territory of the Dialogue” 
dedicated to environmental safety is scheduled to be held next 
fall under the auspices of the Russian Geographic Society and 
Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin. Why a city on the polar circle 
is the center of such representative events?

— You certainly know that 2012 is a year of “arctic” 
anniversaries. The world’s wildlife fund declared it to be the 
Year of the Arctic. And our objective is to be in the center of 
these events, or, as the saying goes, “keep our eye on the ball”, 
taking into account that we are currently forming a platform for 
a dialogue of all countries interested in developing the Arctic 
storeroom.

Why Salekhard? The District capital has a unique geographic 
location and it is not about the symbolic Polar Circle only. We 
have planned to create here a large international center of 
Arctic research. The environmental issue is the key one in the 
Arctic development. Any accident in northern seas could lead 
to unpredictable consequences. It will not even be the Mexican 
Gulf. We are aware of it all, and this confirmed by our colleagues 
from other countries.

The debatable, research, and scientific Expo-Arctic is supposed 
to gather all the scientific achievements on one platform, which 
are capable of working in a difficult natural environment. From 
here, i.e. the Polar Circle, any researcher will be able to reach 
any deposit and see the way technologies are applied. Within 
the next five years, the Arctic will have the most developed 
arctic infrastructure. In this period, we plan to host the first 
Arctic Summit. I am confident that this year’s events will activate 
cooperation with the Arctic Council, research institutes, and the 
circumpolar world countries.� n
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he Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous 
District (YNAD, Yamal) is a 
unique phenomenon both by the 
Russian and global standards. 
This Russian territory seems to 
become the first area to declare 

in practice Russia’s capability to develop 
the riches of the Arctic. Competition in the 
Arctic area is quite tough and even includes 
geopolitical inversions. At present, at least 
eight states, including the USA, Canada, 
and Norway, claim their right to natural 
resources deposited in the Arctic. “There 
simply remains no places where oil and gas 
can be further extracted. We have run out 
of sources of cheap resources. This is indeed 
a global problem. Therefore, gas and oil 
extraction in the Yamal area is justified and 
necessary, in particular when we take into 

account the fact that net return on projects 
in this field is much higher than 10%”, - says 
Alexander Osin, Chief Economist of Finam 
Management MC, to the Expert.

The YNAD claims to hold a key position in 
the Arctic image of the world both because 
the area has a quarter of all the proved global 
gas deposits and many geological reserves of 
the Arctic are also located in the District.

The Yamal authorities under the auspices 
of the Russian Government try to prove 
that gas and oil extraction beyond the 
Arctic Circle can be both efficient and vital. 
Salekhard, Nadym, Novy Urengoy, Noyabrsk 
are the Yamal cities that have already became 
synonyms of the human spirit resistance to 
the temperature of 50 degrees below zero, a 
long polar winter, acute deficit of vitamins, 
and other “beauties” of life in the North, 

which the first Kazak settlers faced 400 years 
ago and founded Obdorsk (today Salekhard), 
the most northern city on the Earth, upon the 
orders of tsar Fedor Ioannovich. 

In terms of investments in equity per 
capita, the YNAD has steadily held the second 
position in Russia for the last few years (in 
2011, the District received investments from 
all the sources totaling RUB 469.2 billion), 
while it has held the fourth position in terms 
of direct foreign investments per capita (RUB 
4.8 billion during last year representing a 
sevenfold growth against 2010). Moscow, 
Saint-Petersburg, and the Yamal are three 
constituent territories of the Russian 
Federation that are leaders in the credit 
rating according to international rating 
agency Standard&Poor’s. S&P has revised 
three times the long-term credit rating of 
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Yamal transformation
The Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District is considered one of the most favorable regions of Russia for investments. 
Naturally, investments are primarily made in the gas and oil extraction industry. However, high returns on oil and gas 
projects give rise to a wave of investments in the areas far from being associated with the blue and black gold.
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the Autonomous District to increase it for 
the last few years. The District currently has 
the highest national rating of investment 
reliability: BB+ positive according to the 
national scale and ruAA+ according to the 
national one.

Giant gas boiler
“60% of Gazprom investment program is 
focused on the Yamal, which means dozens 
of billions of US dollars. Apart from Gazprom, 
all our oil and gas vertically integrated 
companies (VINC) are present on the 
territory of the District. Development of new 
gas deposits is carried out quite intensively as 
the Yuzhno-Russkoye field, for example, is the 
main raw material base for the North Stream 
connecting European markets to Russian gas 
for at least 25–30 years. And despite huge 
capital investments, development of gas 

fields in the Arctic Circle is highly profitable”, 
- says Dmitriy Trofimov, Assessment and 
Investment Design Department Head of 
MEF-Audit ACG.

The Yamal is the key supplier of Russian 
gas to the European market. Last year, 593 
billion cubic meters of gas, 23 million tons 
of oil, and 11 million tons of condensate 
were extracted here. It is estimated that the 
District has more than 124 trillion cubic 
meters of gas, over 16 billion tons of oil, and 
over 7 billion tons of gas condensate. “We 
have extracted 15 trillion cubic meters of gas 
for several decades of active development of 
the Yamal. This constitutes approximately 
11% of all the developed resources. Three 
quarters out of 235 discovered deposits still 
await industrial development. Arithmetic 
is simple here: even if we take into account 
a high increase in extraction volumes, the 

Yamal gas will be abundant for a long time 
period”, - says Dmitriy Kobylkin, the YNAD 
Governor, who is confident in stability of the 
base for the region development.

The closest outlook for gas extraction 
de ve lopme nt  i s  a s s o c i ate d  w it h 
implementation of the complex program 
of development of deposits on the Yamal 
peninsula and adjacent water areas of the 
Caspian Sea that was approved by the Russian 
Government. In June, Gazprom intends to 
launch industrial development of the first 
order of Bovanenkovo gas condensate deposit, 
which is expected to generate 115 billion 
cubic meters of gas annually by 2017.

Within the framework of another 
government-launched program of complex 
development of oil and gas deposits in 
the YNAD and the northern part of the 
Krasnoyarsk Territory, oil and gas developers 
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prepare to drill the largest polar oil and 
gas deposits of the District: Urengoyskoye, 
Russkoye, Zapoliarnoye, Eastern and Western 
Messoyakhskoye deposits. As a result, by 
2010, gas extraction in the YNAD is planned 
to be increased to 730 billion cubic meters 
annually, oil extraction to 82 million tons, 
and condensate extraction to 32 million. 

Development of these deposits is 
impossible without creating a transport 
infrastructure. For this reason, Gazprom 
has already practically laid a new main 
pipeline Bovanenkovo-Ukhta-Torzhok and 
built almost a six hundred kilometer railway 
connecting the Yamal peninsula with the 
“continent”. The total investments made by 
the national gas concern in development 
of gas condensate deposits of the Yamal 
peninsula are estimated at more than one 
trillion rubles. 

Transneft is currently building the second 
order of the main oil pipeline Samotlor-Purpe-
Zapoliarnoye (the first order from Samotlor 
to Purpe was built in 2010) through which 
the Yamal oil will start to be transported 
via the pipeline system Eastern Siberia — 
Pacific Ocean this year to be exported to 
countries of the Asian-Pacific region. The 
new pipeline capacity will total 45 million 
tons of oil annually and its cost will amount 
to RUB 167 billion.

The next step consists in further 
development of the railway network. 
Railway in the Yamal peninsula will connect 
Bovanenkovo deposit with Kharasavey 
deposit and the group of Tambey deposits. 
Two new sea ports: Sabetta and New Port will 
be built there; they will become (in particular 
the former) support points of the currently 
recovering Northern Sea Way (NSW is the 

shortest route for ships from Europe to Asia 
along the Arctic Ocean).

It is also planned to connect the eastern 
(Korotchayevo station) and western (Obskaya 
station) of the YNAD by a through railway 
route. The route is called the Northern 
Latitudinal Way. There were attempts to 
build it in the 1930s, but the technological 
level was then different and it was not so 
demanded. At present, there are both the 
technological level and the demand for it. 
At least 17.1 million tons of cargos annually 
are expected to pass between Salekhard and 
Nadym alone. The cost of the project that is 
primarily financed by the District and private 
investors totals RUB 157 billion.

This route will contribute to development 
of oil and gas projects as well as projects 
associated with solid minerals. The District 
resources are studied less than at 50%. For 
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The District development strategy until 2020 includes 14 business ideas that may have the highest socio-economic effect in the Yamal. This is the starting event of one of them



example, the Gydansky peninsula is explored 
by geologists at about 11%. However, available 
data show that the Polar Ural reserves contain 
almost 8 million tons of chrome, 66 million 
tons of iron ore, 285 thousand tons of copper, 
325 thousand tons of lead, 58 thousand tons 
of rare earth elements, etc. Of all these riches, 
only chromites are currently developed due 
to Russia’s abandonment of similar Kazakh 
deposits.

Despite the trend
Recently, the Yamal has witnessed 
unexpected development of gas and oil 
refining into products with the highest 
added value. The Russian oil and gas 
businesses are characterized by the fact 
that companies making finished products 
are located as close as possible to places 
of end mass consumption. This dates 
back to Soviet times when raw materials 
for the oil and gas industry extracted in 
Western Siberia or the Orenburg area was 
transported via the pipeline to oil chemical 
plants located in Bashkiria and Tataria. They 
produced polyethylene pipes from them, for 
example.

This tradition has been abandoned in 
the Yamal area during the last couple of 
years. Firstly, it is here that NOVATEK 
company is currently implementing Russia’s 
most ambitious project to build a plant for 
liquefying natural gas: Yamal — LNG, which 
is supposed to generate 15 — 16 million tons 
of LNG annually. The total cost (including the 
infrastructure creation) is surpassing RUB 
1 trillion.

Gazprom has gone even further. It is 
building a full-fledged gas and chemical 
complex in Novy Urengoy that will not 
produce raw materials for the chemical 
industry: light hydrocarbon broad fraction 
(LHBC), and the methane fraction, but 
primarily full value low-density polyethylene 
(LDPE) and high-pressure polyethylene 
(HPPE). This complex will generate 400 
thousand tons of polyethylene annually most 
of which, just like the Yamal LNG, will be 
exported to the Asian-Pacific area via the 
Northern Sea Way. The byproducts made 
by the LHBC works will be transported by 
railway to other regions of Russia for further 
processing, while the methane fraction will 
be used by Yamal power plants and boiler 
facilities. 

There are also several other very 
interesting projects in the oil and gas industry, 
for example, processing of associated oil 
gas on small remote deposits into liquid 
fuel on mini-plants made by Japanese 
Toyo Engineering, construction of a large 
export-oriented plant for producing mineral 
fertilizers, etc. 

Another project is construction of 
power plants in the Yamal area. All in all, 
it is a paradox that a district where 92% of 

Russian natural gas is extracted receives 
more than half of electricity it needs by 
transmission lines from the neighboring 
Khanty-Mansiysk District. For this reason, 
a program of construction of thermal power 
plants operating on local gas is currently 
developed in the Yamal by investors. In 
2010, power plants in Kharpa (12 MW) and 
Noyabrsk (124 MW) were put into industrial 
operation. The 450 MW Urengoy HPP is 
built; the Poliarnaya TPP is designed in 
Salekhard, and the 1.2 GW Tarko-Sale TPP is 
prepared for the tender to attract an investor. 
At the same time, a program of building 
autonomous wind power plants (WPP) is 
developed; WPP are supposed to replace high 
diesel consuming powers plants in the future 
(huge funds are annually wasted in the 
District to refund the high cost of electricity 
to citizens and some companies). The first 
two WPP are installed in Yar-Sale to ensure 
operation of Yamalskiye Oleni municipal 
company, a local agricultural leader. And 
an experimental low-rise residential building 
is planned to be built in the national village 
of Kutopiugan of Nadym District, by using 
high-tech equipment permitting to both save 
electricity and generate it from alternative 
sources installed there.

On deer to Europe
Oil and gas projects implemented in the YNAD 
account for up to 98% of tax revenues received 
by the budget of the District. However, 
investments in niche businesses have been 
rising for the last few years. “Stable receipt 
of funds permit the regional Government to 
implement an active investment policy of the 
District development. In particular, the Yamal 
Government is capable of enhancing the 
regional segment of transport, deer breeding, 
fishery, and tourism within the framework 
of the private and public partnership under 
the auspices of the federal center”, - believes 
Alexander Osin. 

The District development strategy until 
2020 includes 14 business ideas that may 
have the highest socio-economic effect in the 
Yamal. One of them is to organize the wood 
processing facilities. The District is unable 
to compete with its southern neighbours in 
terms of wood quality and quantity. But it 
can organize production of assembly houses 
for its own needs, which are currently widely 
used in similar climate conditions in the USA, 
Canada, and northern European countries. 

Construction of the abovementioned wind 
diesel power plant in the village of Yar-Sale is 
another promising project; Saint Petersburg 
State Polytechnic National Research 
University participated in its feasibility study. 
Its creation will make it possible to launch 
production of wind power plants and export 
them to other regions of Russia.

A large number of agricultural projects 
are implemented as well. Deer breeding, 

f ishery, and hunting are traditional 
activities of indigenous small peoples of 
the North living in this area since long ago. 
By developing the agricultural sector, the 
District authorities support the traditional 
lifestyle on the one hand, and ensure food 
security of the District on the other hand; 
thirdly, they make products demanded 
on the global market by using the latest 
German technologies. During the last years, 
the Yamal has become a large exporter of 
venison to the European Union. And this 
is venison made from deer grown in the 
natural environment of the pristine tundra 
and, therefore, preserving the highest level 
of useful characteristics. Reconstruction of 
factories for supplying the tundra nomads 
with all they need, creation of a network of 
modern slaughterhouses and plants for deep 
processing of meat and fish, construction of 
its own specialized refrigerating fleet for 
collecting fish from remote factories has 
contributed to a 30% venison production 
growth in the Yamal, totaling 2 thousand 
tons; the amount of exported venison 
products grew by 13% to reach 537 tons, 
and 9,420 of all species of fish were caught 
against 8,872 tons in 2010. Fish production 
increased by 10% to reach 9.6 thousand 
tons. The next step the YNAD intends to do 
is to launch processing and conservation 
of endocrine-enzymatic raw materials and 
deer blood that will be used in the future to 
make pharmaceuticals. 

Tourism development in the Yamal 
is closely connected to the agricultural 
development. In 2011 alone, this area was 
visited by 35 thousand tourists, including 
foreign ones. The flow has doubled for two 
years. Today we can state that the tourist 
industry foundations have been formed in 
the area oriented toward adventure seekers. 
Tourists have a unique opportunity to touch 
the pristine nature and traditional culture 
of peoples of the North. “Exotics here are 
not stylized, but real. You can spend a week 
under stars in a raw-hide tent and the tundra, 
wandering with a Nenets family, or under 
stars in a hotel, discovering museums, the 
doors of Obdorsk prison; but it is better to 
combine of all of this. Another advantage is 
that one can reach Salekhard from Moscow 
in just three hours by plane. And you are in 
the absolute Far North”, — solemnly says 
Dmitriy Kobylkin, the District Governor.

The Yamal has everything indeed: 
futuristic production sceneries in the form 
of gas flares and a bizarre plexus of pipelines, 
indigenous peoples slowly following their 
deer in the never ending tundra. This is 
how the new Yamal looks like, having 
enough space for huge gas investments and 
construction of a whitefish plant in Kharpa 
to be financed from the District budget and 
by investors.
n�Salekhard — Moscow 
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verything in the Yamal area 
is associated with gas in this 
or that way: its extraction, 
p r i m a r y  p r o c e s s i n g , 
transportation, etc. Revenues 
from operations of oil and 

gas companies in the District account for 
98% of its budget and budgets of most 
municipal entities. And the fact that the 
highest average salaries and months in 
the country are paid in the Yamal, namely 
over RUB 56 thousand per month, is related 
to gas and oil as well. At the same time, 
the YNAD has been included, for a couple 
of years, in the top dozen regions where 
small and medium-sized businesses have 
been growing at the fastest pace as the 
results of monitoring conducted by the 
National Institute of System Research 
show. In 2010, for example, investments 
in equity of small businesses of the YNAD 
grew nineteenfold as compared to 2009. At 
present, there are over twenty thousand of 
small and medium-sized businesses of any 
legal business structure here employing 
approximately seventy thousand people 
(19% of the working-age population of the 
District).

On the one hand, this entrepreneurship 
growth in the Yamal can be explained by the 
impact of the “steam train”, i.e. the fuel and 
energy sector and the high buying capacity 
of the population. On the other hand, the 
YNAD authorities consciously “grow” 
various areas for development of small and 
medium-sized businesses, which apparently 
should never survive in the North. However, 
they not only survive, but open the way for 
another stratum of entrepreneurs. 

Profit reinvestment
The YNAD is one of few Russian regions, 
which can boast of a deficit-free budget. This 
can be explained, of course, by high revenues 
from oil and gas projects implemented in the 
District. And an overwhelming part of these 
funds is used in the Yamal for purposeful 
growing of small and medium-sized 
businesses in the area. For example, the city 
of Gubkinskiy with a population of twenty-
two thousand people used to fully depend 
on performance of Purneftegaz, one of the 
factories owned by Rosneft oil company. 
Today 30% of the budget comes from income 

generated by small businesses. “We reduced 
the costs of electricity, water discharge, and 
land to be incurred by entrepreneurs and 
created a transport infrastructure in the 
form of a normal road. At present, the city 
produces, for example, the entire range of 
dairy products: from milk to cheese. It is 
here that we also develop a huge greenhouse 
facility. Moreover, we have small businesses 
rendering services: normal restaurants and 
simply spots where one can have a good time 
and rest appeared in Gubkinskiy. All of this 
really works”, - says Vladimir Vladimirov, 
YNAD First Deputy Governor.

The third long-term targeted program to 
develop small and medium-sized businesses 
(SMB) is currently implemented in the area, 
under which over RUB 320 million was 
used to support this type of businesses in 

the YNAD last year alone. RUB 137 million 
was allocated from the federal budget 
within the SMB support line framework, 
including farms. The main areas of free 
and not-to-be-repaid financial support in 
the YNAD include grants to be offered to 
debuting entrepreneurs, support aimed at 
creating fixed production assets of debuting 
and operating small businesses (including 
contr ibut ion to equipment leasing 
development), support to small companies 
implementing energy efficiency programs, 
and innovation companies. 

In 2011, the brightest projects actively 
supported by the Government in the Yamal 
area included organization of production and 
sales of quail breeding products, furniture, 
and coating materials, introduction of the 
prospective technology of deer breeding in 
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Racing against the steam train
The Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous District development is driven by the fuel and energy sector, which includes corporations 
of at least the federal level. However, every fifth citizen of the Yamal area is employed by small and medium-sized 
businesses. Besides, this economic sector growth rates are higher than those of the oil and gas industry. 

Only new production facilities and new jobs created by small and medium-sized businesses in rural areas can really 
create conditions for a normal lifestyle of rural dwellers
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the forest-covered tundra of Nadym District, 
creation of a center in Salekhard identifying 
electronic digital signatures, and an entire 
pool of projects in the construction and 
waste treatment area. 

“It is expected that, based on the results of 
another program implementation by the end 
of 2013, total investments in equity of small 
and medium-sized businesses of the YNAD 
will surpass RUB 2 billion annually. The 
budget funds will not be directly invested in 
business entities, but by creating conditions 
that will make it possible to support a 
high level of investment activities,” — 
emphasized Oleg Dushin, Senior Analyst 
of Zerich Capital Management IC.

Fish, deer, forest
Initially, small businesses in the Yamal 
were concentrated in the service sector. 
Now it is time to use recoverable resources, 
i.e. fish, deer, and forest to the maximum 
extent. Moreover, this coincides with a 
range of other important related objectives: 
from preserving the pristine purity of the 
Yamal and wealth of its flora and fauna to 
ensuring food security in the District and 
preventing exodus of people from rural 
areas. The District authorities are confident 
that only new production facilities and 
new jobs created by small and medium-
sized businesses in rural areas can really 
create conditions for a normal lifestyle 
of rural dwellers by restoring an arctic 
village. Good examples are here at hand. 
Not long ago, people in the Yamal villages 
managed to grow good potatoes during a 
short northern summer (shorter than two 
months), while hunting, fishery, and deer 
breeding have remained the traditional 
activities of indigenous small peoples of 
the North (ISPN). “Today I require from all 
heads of districts to restore the previously 
successful agricultural projects: farms 
and greenhouses. We need locally grown 
vegetables instead of those that are brought 
here at exorbitant prices. We need our own 
milk, meat, and fish. I am not going to state 
that we can grow wheat, but we used to 
have unbelievable potato crops in terms 
of quality and amount. For this reason, I 
will not permit villages to die out and will 
not settle rural dwellers in cities and towns 
as it was proposed some time ago. We will 
provide appropriate working conditions and 
I am sure that we will have good results. I 
visited a village where men told me that 
life used to be better: they used to bake 
their own bread, sell fish, and have dairy 
farms and a stable. Asked where all of that 
disappeared, they remained silent. An oven 
broke down in the bakery. The most sober 
baker left … Things will not continue in 
this way. There will be a sober and skillful 
man wishing to work in every village!” — 
says Dmitriy Kobylkin, Yamal Governor, 

being confident that people will support the 
District Administration-launched program 
of developing small and medium-sized 
businesses in villages. Moreover, the Yamal 
entrepreneurs involved in the agricultural 
sector have opportunities of entering foreign 
markets. At present, venison from the Yamal 
is known and appreciated in Finland and 
Germany, while construction of a fish plant 
in Kharpa will give momentum to breeding 
of the famous northern whitefish: Siberain 
white salmon and muksun. 

There are good prospects for small 
businesses in developing polar and extreme 
tourism. According to Forbes, the Yamal is 
one of the most exotic places in Russia. For 
example, in late March, the District hosted 
the first snowmobile marathon Yamalkan, in 
which seventy racers from Russia, Austria, 
and Finland, under the motto of “Be real!”, 
ran a 230 kilometer route made along the 
“death road”: 501st Stalin-era construction 
of the transpolar railway Chum — Salekhard 
— Igarka. Construction works have been 
resumed on this railway, but, of course, 
methods other than those applied in the 
1930s are used now. This way has become 
extremely necessary. It will connect the 
western and eastern parts of the District, 
help the Yamal products enter foreign 
markets, create new jobs both in the oil and 
gas extraction industry along its way and in 
small businesses. 

Infrastructure and technology
“Local authorities are going in the right 
direction. It might be possible, though, that 
they could be moving faster, in particular 
when it comes to venison exports, fish 
processing, and tourism,” — believes Dmitriy 
Trofimov, Assessment and Investment 
Design Department Head of MEF-Audit 
ACG. In fact, running a business and, in 
particular, a small business in the Yamal 
environment is quite a difficult task. “The 
transport scheme “kills” the entire economy. 
The cost of one kilowatt of electricity 
generated by a local diesel power plant is 
RUB 20; as there is no road, the cost of wood 
delivery from the Krasnoselkupsk District is 
three times higher than its net cost …”, - this 
is how Vladimir Vladimirov describes the 
initial conditions of launching production 
of assembly houses from the Yamal wood in 
the District. He adds: “But we develop the 
wood industry, the infrastructure, and try 
to develop cheaper energy”.

This is why eighteen new engineering 
infrastructure facilities were put into 
operation last year; four times more public 
roads were repaired and built than in 2010: 
217 kilometers. And mobile wind power 
plants production of which the District is 
ready to launch on its territory is not a whim, 
but one of the methods to reduce the cost 
of electricity for small and medium-sized 

businesses and, as a result, to increase their 
profitability (taking into account the fact 
that the District subsidizes all the production 
facilities, for example those putting out 
agricultural products).

For this reason, arrival of an entire class 
of innovative production facilities is the 
next step in developing small businesses 
in the Yamal. The idea of developing the 
local wood processing sector, for example, 
consists in the following: despite the high 
net cost of Krasnoselkupsk wood, it could 
be used to make structures for houses 
from glued laminated lumber on the house 
building plant in Tarko-Sale, which is highly 
strong and practical thanks to a special wood 
processing technology, as well as assembly 
houses. Thirty individual houses and twenty 
apartment buildings, which will be annually 
made in Tarko-Sale, will find their buyers 
in the Yamal.

DNK-Innovation organized factory 
production of wall blocks from D 700 and 
D 1000 polystyrene concrete, which showed 
good results in the Far North conditions. 
The YNAD Innovative Development Fund 
is currently financing design of water 
treatment and water intake facilities in 
the township of Tazovskiy. An electro-
coagulation method of r iver water 
purification without using any chemical 
reagents is planned to be introduced in 
the remotest district center of the Yamal. If 
the project proves to be successful, similar 
water intake facilities will be built in other 
townships of the District where there are 
quality drinking water-related problems.

Special focus in the District on the 
environment for the last few years have 
resulted in development of a waste processing 
industry in Salekhard, Novy Urengoy, and 
Nadym financed from grants offered by the 
District authorities. For example, Yamalagro 
even plans to process organic agricultural 
waste into biogas, although natural gas 
seems to be abundant. 

Nine technological platforms will form 
a basis for setting up a number of high-tech 
production facilities in the Yamal, including 
START innovative and technological center 
in Gubkinskiy and Khimgrad in Novy 
Urengoy, where local small companies will 
make finished polymer products generated 
by Gazprom gas and chemical factory in 
Novy Urengoy.

Special prospects for small businesses in 
the Yamal are associated with the fact that 
the District positions itself as an international 
center of Arctic studies and exploration. The 
first international show EXPO-Arctic and the 
Arctic Summit at which eight states will try 
to develop a common strategy of long-term 
energetic and environmental development 
of the circumpolar region are expected to 
be a key event here.
n�Salekhard — Moscow 
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or the last forty years, the 
hydrocarbon prices have fallen 
at least three times. But the gas 
and oil consumption volumes 
have practically remained 
unchanged and returned to 

the growth rates of 5 — 6% annually as 
soon as it was possible. And this can be fully 
explained: the planet population is steadily 
increasing, and no intelligible alternative 
to the hydrocarbon world has been come 
up with yet. “We are aware of the fact that 
at least by 2050 hydrocarbon consumption 
in the world will keep on growing. People 
have to eat, be heated, dress, and these 
needs can be met by hydrocarbons only. 
Therefore, oil and gas extraction projects 
to be implemented within 30 to 40 years are 
promising ones. We are currently building 
our vision of the future for this period,” — 
says Vladimir Vladimirov, First Deputy 
Governor of the YNAD, to the Expert.

Gas sponge
The Yamal peninsular is Russia’s main “gas 
hope”. It is fully located behind the Polar 
Circle and is literally saturated with gas. 
“We were drilling an observation well. 

We reached the depth of 36 meters when 
suddenly a powerful emission of pure 
methane exploded from there rising 30 
meters high in seven minutes. No designer 
could have predicted it,” — says Anatoliy 
Blokhnin, Head of the central engineering 
technological service of Ukhta-Burenie 
branch of Gazporm Burenie, to the Expert. 
Geologists say that the estimated level of 
reserves in the peninsula and adjacent water 
bodies of the Kara Sea amount to 50.5 trillion 
cubic meters of gas, 4 billion tons of oil, and 
3.2 billion tons of condensate. 10.7 trillion 
cubic meters of gas, 292 million tons of oil, 
and 231 million tons of condensate out of 
this wealth have already been prepared for 
industrial extraction.

In fact, it is not easy to extract them 
from there, because no gas specialists 
in the world have ever worked in such 
conditions and with such volumes. “Land 
here consists of 80% of ice and 20% of clay 
to the depth of 40 meters. Therefore, all 
facilities, including pipelines, are based on 
piles only, and cryogenic technologies have 
to be used everywhere so as not to wet soil,” 
— says Yevgeniy Bedenko, Deputy Head of 
the Yamal Peninsular Deposit Development 

Department of Gazprom Dobycha Nadym 
CCD.

In addition, the Yamal peninsular has the 
main grazing lands for the world’s largest 
herds of northern deer. This fact presents 
higher environmental requirements for 
development of its gas reserves. “Any of 
our actions here are subject to compliance 
with the labor safety and environmental 
safety rules. Track machines are not 
allowed to move in the tundra from May 
to November so as not to damage its upper 
cover. Measures are taken by gas production 
facilities to prevent emission of production 
products and waste into the environment. 
Road traffic is blocked for letting deer herds 
pass,” — says Anton Jeliabov, Bovanenkovo 
Deposit UKPG-2 Head.

For this reason, the peninsular began 
to be developed only ten years ago, when 
the Government and national gas concern 
Gazprom made the final decision to 
move deep into the Yamal despite all the 
difficulties. The first years were spent to 
approve the project; during the next six 
years, Gazprom built a 572 kilometer railway 
on perpetually frozen soil from Obskaya 
station to the Bovanenkovo deposit, the 
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Three supporting trillions 
Three gas and oil projects each of which weighs over one trillion rubles will ensure stable development of the Yamalo-
Nenets Autonomous District during at least 50 years, and the transport gate to be opened by these projects will change 
life in the entire Arctic.

Development of abundant Yamal deposits is impossible without creating a developed transport infrastructure
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largest one in the peninsular (Karskaya 
station). At the same time, the deposit itself 
was developed, and the 2,614 kilometer 
Bovanenkovo — Ukhta — Torzhok main 
pipeline was built, 71 kilometer of which 
was laid on the bottom of the Kara Sea. This 
is a unique structure as gas transportation 
was organized for the first time in the world 
in similar climatic conditions via a 1,420 
millimeter pipe with the working pressure 
of 11.8 MPa. All pipes and gas pumping 
assemblies were made in Russia.

Finally, in late June this year, the first 
143 wells of Bovanenkovo OGD UKPG-2 
with the annual capacity of 30 billion 
cubic meterswill be launched, which will 
supply gas to Europe via the first branch 
of the Bovanenkovo — Ukhta pipeline. By 
the end of the year, extraction volumes on 
this deposit, the proved reserves of which 
total 4.9 trillion cubic meters, will double. 
In 2017, gas extraction in Bovanenkovo 
will reach its maximum volumes of 115 
billion cubic meters. According to Vsevolod 
Cherepanov, member of the management 
board and Head of the Gazprom Department 
for Gas, Gas Condensate, and Oil Extraction, 
in 2018 it will be joined by cenomanian-
aptian gas of the Kharasaveyskoye deposit 
(32 billion cubic meters annually). The 
Kruzenshtenskoye deposit is planned to be 
put into operation in 2022 — 2025, which, 
just as the Kharasaveyskoye deposit, has 
over one trillion cubic meters of gas.

Window to Asia
During the next 10 years, gas extraction in 
the Yamal, taking into account all mineral 
developers and shelf development, may 
reach the level of 310 billion cubic meters 
annually and the gas condensate extraction 
may be close to 11 million tons annually. 
The working well fund will be higher than 
2 thousand units. Therefore, the main 
base permitting to increase gas extraction 
volumes from today’s 650 billion cubic 
meters to one trillion cubic meters annually, 
will be created in Russia. “We have all the 
possibilities to achieve this objective,” — 
emphasized Russian President Vladimir 
Putin. Investments for all these purposes 
from all the sources are estimated to reach 
the level of RUB 12.3 — 14.7 trillion in 2030 
in prices of 2010.

For example, over RUB 1.5 trillion will 
be used to implement the most ambitious 
Russian project of building a liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) plant near the village of 
Sabetta on the basis of the South Tambeysk 
deposit (it is located in the north-eastern 
part of the Yanal peninsular). Its resource 
base totals 1.3 trillion cubic meters, enabling 
annual extraction of 25 billion cubic meters 
of gas, from which 15 — 19 million tons 
of LNG annually will be produced during 
30 years after 2016. And this project will 

help Russia become a full player of the 
international market for liquefied natural 
gas (at present, Qatar is the leader on it 
producing 78 million tons annually).

The idea implementation costs USD 18 
— 20 billion. NovaTEK, Russia’s largest 
independent gas producer, is its investor. 
Last year, French concern Total became its 
strategic partner having 40 year experience 
in creating and operating LNG-production 
facilities in Indonesia, Yemen, Qatar, 
Nigeria, Norway, UAE, Oman, Australia, 
and Russia. In the first half of this year, 
Chicago Bridge and Iron Lummus should 
complete preliminary design of the new 
LNG facility.

The greatest aspect of this project is its 
transportation scheme. The Yamal LNG can 
be transported to China in 21 days, South 
Korea in 19 days, and Japan in 13 days by the 
Northern Sea Way (NSW) along the Arctic 
Ocean coast on a large-capacity tanker. 
The same route to Japan, for example, by 
following the ordinary itinerary around 
Europe and through the Suez Canal would 
take 28 days. In the other direction, i.e. to 
the USA, the Yamal LNG may be delivered 
in 13–14 days.

For this reason, the Yamal LNG project, 
in fact, opens for Russia and the world a 
new transport corridor, which was opened 
in the 1930s and was undeservedly 
forgotten in the post-soviet era. In the last 
year navigation, NovaTEK, Sovcomflot, 
and Rosatomflot proved that the NSW 
may be used by gas carrying tankers, with 
icebreaker support, such as Suezmax with 
deadweight of over 160 thousand tons in 
less than 10 days. Therefore, the Russian 
Government declared last fall that it would 
invest RUB 900 billion in construction and 
development of the new arctic port Sabetta 
and create a new icebreaker (including a 
nuclear) fleet for normal operation of the 
Northern Sea Way.

These plans gave rise to projects that 
were completely unthinkable before in the 
Far North: from construction of a large 
plant on the Yamal peninsular producing 
mineral fertilizers to be exported to India 
and China to growing vegetables and fruit 
in the Arctic Circle by using free heat (LNG 
and carbamide production plants generate 
huge amounts of heat to be recycled). “For 
our region, the Yamal LNG project is a 
breakthrough and transition to a new level of 
economic development, a new phase for the 
Yamal tundra,” — said Dmitriy Kobylkin, 
YNAD Governor to the Expert.

Reaching Gydansk
The third strategic gas and oil project 
implemented in the YNAD territory concerns 
the Gydan peninsular next to the Yamal, 
and the whole eastern part of the District. 
It is about oil whose extraction volume is 

gradually declining both in Yugra and the 
Yamal due to depletion of reserves located 
in the south of the region. However, several 
researchers continue to insist that the 
reserves of the northern part of the YNAD 
and Krasnoyarsk Territory hold the fifth 
part of all the liquid hydrocarbons in Russia. 
However, it is difficult to extract them. 
The giant deposit Russkoye (whose initial 
reserves surpass one billion tons) located 
in the Tazovsk District of the area was 
opened in 1968. But its annual extraction 
volume is slightly more than 100 thousand 
tons as there are no oil pipelines and oil is 
transported by trucks on winter roads. 

For this reason, in 2010, under the federal 
program of complex development of oil and 
gas deposits in the YNAD and the north of 
Krasnoyarsk Territory, construction of the 
nearly one thousand kilometer main oil 
pipeline was launched to connect Tazovsk 
District of the area through oil pumping 
stations such as Purpe and Samotlor with 
the unified oil transportation network of 
the country. 

“This oil pipeline modifies the territory 
characteristics. It permits to involve 
resources of the largest oil deposits: 
Urengoyskoye, Russkoye, Zapoliarnoye, 
Vostochno and Zapadno Messoyakhskoye 
and other deposits. In the future, extraction 
of liquid hydrocarbon in the area may rise to 
115 million tons annually,” — emphasized 
Governor Dmitriy Kobylkin.

Last fall, the first order of this 452 
kilometers pipe was put into operation 
and directly connected the Purpe OPS in 
the YNAD and the Samotrol OPS in the 
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District. 
On March 18, Transneft welded the first 
kilometer out of 488 kilometers of the Purpe 
— Zapoliarnoye oil pipeline. The entire oil 
pipeline from Samotlor to Zapoliarnoye 
with the annual capacity of 45 million tons 
is scheduled to be put into operation by late 
2016.

Last December, TNK-BP oil company 
signed an agreement with Transneft for 
transportation of its Arctic Circle oil via 
this pipeline (the extracted minerals and 
resources of this company in the YNAD are 
estimated at 5 billion barrels according to 
the 3P + 3C categories) and stated that it 
intends to invest up to USD 10 billion in 
development of the Yamal deposits in the 
mid-run, including construction of delivery 
pipes. In the future, main oil pipelines in 
the Yamal are supposed to go to the west of 
Nadym, to the east of neighboring Taymyr, 
and to the north of Gydan peninsular. This 
peninsular has been geologically explored 
at the level of 11% so far. Therefore, oil and 
gas companies as well as authorities of the 
YNAD are confident that its reserves hold a 
lot of pleasant surprises. 
n�Salekhard
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